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Abstract 
By using non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations (NEMD), the modulation 
on temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of graphene phononic crystals 
(GPnCs) are investigated. It is found that the temperature dependence of thermal 
conductivity of GPnCs follows ~ T 
–α 
behavior. The power exponents (α) can be 
efficiently tuned by changing the characteristic size of GPnCs. The phonon 
participation ratio spectra and dispersion relation reveal that the long-range phonon 
modes are more affected in GPnCs with larger size of holes (L0). Our results suggest 
that constructing GPnCs is an effective method to manipulate the temperature 
dependence of thermal conductivity of graphene, which would be beneficial for 
developing GPnCs-based thermal management and signal processing devices.  
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Introduction 
Graphene is a two-dimensional hexagonal structure consisting of a single atomic layer 
of carbon.[1] Because of its excellent thermal, electrical, mechanical, and optical 
properties, graphene has attracted immense interest and been widely studied. 
Specifically, it has a superior thermal conductivity[2-6] which raises the exciting 
prospect of using graphene as a promising candidate for phononic (thermal) devices.[7-
12]  
 
Due to the heat transfer in graphene mainly contributed by phonons,[5] the thermal 
conductivity of graphene can be manipulated by the management of phonons. 
Traditionally, the thermal conductivity of graphene is manipulated through 
impurities,[13] superlattice structure,[14] or defects in the lattice crystal.[15-17] 
 
Recently, there is a progress in managing phonons by nanostructured phononic crystals 
(PnCs)[18-23] which control heat by making use of phononic properties. It heralds the 
next technological revolution in phononics, such as thermal rectifiers,[15, 24-29] 
optomechanical crystals,[30, 31] thermal cloaking,[32-36] thermoelectrics,[37-41] and 
thermocrystals.[18, 21, 22] When the characteristic size of nanostructured PnCs is 
closed to the wavelength of phonons, PnCs may manipulate the phonon band structures 
which lead to the phonon confinement.[42-45] Moreover, the coherent interference is 
another underlying mechanism in manipulating phonons by PnCs.[22, 46, 47] These 
new findings are different from traditional methods in managing phonons and attracted 
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a growing attention. 
 
Efforts are spared to investigate the reducing of thermal conductivity of bulk materials 
by using PnCs structure. However, the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity 
of PnCs haven’t been investigated systematically and are still confusing, which is 
important for both the fundamental researches and designing GPnCs-based thermal 
applications. In this letter, using NEMD simulations, the modulation on temperature 
dependence of thermal conductivity of GPnCs are investigated. Both the size of holes 
(L0) and length (L) effect on thermal conductivity are studied.  
 
MD Simulation Methods 
As shown in Fig. 1(a), the GPnC is composed by periodically removing hexagonal holes 
whose edge is zigzag. The size of holes is characterized by L0. The neck width (L1) is 
fixed as 0.71 nm in all structures studied here. In calculations, the lattice constant, a, 
and thickness of graphene are chosen as 0.1418 nm and 0.334 nm, respectively. The 
fixed (periodic) boundary condition is adopted along longitudinal (transversal) 
direction. 
 
In NEMD simulations, in order to establish a temperature gradient, the atoms at two 
ends are coupled with the Langevin heat bath,[48] whose temperature are TL and TR 
respectively. For convenience expression, we set the temperatures as TL=T0 (1 +△) and 
TR=T0 (1 -△), where T0 is the average temperature, △ is the normalized temperature 
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difference between the two ends. In studying the dependence of thermal conductivity 
on temperature, T0 ranges from 300 K to 1000 K, and △ is fixed as 0.01.  
 
The bonding interaction between carbon atoms is described by the energy potential a 
Morse bond and a harmonic cosine angle, which include both two-body and three-body 
potential terms.[26, 49, 50] We use the velocity Verlet algorithm to integrate the 
differential equations of motions, where the time step, Δt, is set as 0.5 fs. NEMD 
simulations are performed as 30 ns in the calculations of dependence of thermal 
conductivity on temperature after the system reaches a steady state.  
 
The thermal conductivity (κ) are calculated based on the Fourier’s Law as, 
TA
J

                             (1), 
where J is the heat current, A is the cross section and ▽T is the temperature gradient 
in the system. The results presented here are averaged from 12 independent simulations 
from different initial conditions. The error bar is the standard deviations of the results 
of 12 simulations. 
 
MD Results and Discussions 
Firstly, the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity is investigated in several 
GPnC structures whose L (W) is fixed as 25 nm (7 nm), and L0 are increased from 0.71 
nm to 2.41 nm. Fig. 1(b) shows a typical temperature profile of GPnC. The jumps at 
the two ends come from the thermal interfacial resistance between heat baths and 
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system. Excluding the effects at two ends, the data is fitted linearly to obtain the 
temperature gradient. 
 
The results of temperature dependence of thermal conductivity are shown in Fig. 2(a). 
For the convenience of comparison, Fig. 2(a) show the thermal conductivity of both 
graphene (κG) and GPnCs (κGPnCs) with the same length, L, as 25 nm. It is found that 
both κG and κGPnCs decrease with the temperature increasing as ~ T
–α 
due to the 
Umklapp phonon-phonon scattering. Graphene has a T-1 behavior followed Slack 
relation,[51] which is consistent with previous work.[45] However, GPnCs have 
different power exponent, α, corresponding to its size of holes, L0. The results show 
that the values of α are 0.69, 0.51, 0.41, 0.34 and 0.28 corresponding to L0 as 0.71, 1.13, 
1.55, 1.98 and 2.41 nm, respectively. Namely, the value of α decreases with L0 
increasing (shown in Fig. 2(b)). It is known that the Slack relation is valid only when 
the long-range acoustic phonons dominate the thermal transport, meanwhile, both 
short-range acoustic and optical phonons are not important.[51, 52] Sometimes, this 
precondition is not satisfied for structures with low thermal conductivity, such as 
zeolites[53] and GPnCs in our work. 
 
As shown in Fig. 2(a), compared with the thermal conductivity of graphene, κGPnCs are 
significantly decrease and have a less dependence on temperature. It has been 
demonstrated that the thermal conductivity contributed by short-range acoustic and 
optical phonons is temperature independent in previous works.[53, 54] In graphene, the 
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long-range acoustic phonons dominate the thermal transport.[55] The significantly 
decrease of thermal conductivity of GPnCs and a less sensible dependence on 
temperature should be caused by the affected long-range acoustic phonons.  
 
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2(a), κGPnCs decrease with L0 increasing in a large 
temperature range (300 K to 1000 K). For instance, when L0 equals 2.41 nm, κGPnC is 
reduced to 4% of κG at room temperature. The κGPnCs with different L0 at room 
temperature are shown in Fig. 2(c). The lower group velocities due to the flatted phonon 
dispersion curves (details in Fig. 4(b) and (c)) and phonon modes more localized in 
GPnC with larger L0 (details in Fig .4(a)) should be responsible for its lower thermal 
conductivity. 
 
Besides the size of holes (L0), the length of GPnCs (L) is another characteristic length 
affecting the temperature dependence of κGPnCs. We fix L0 as 0.71 nm and meanwhile 
change L from 7 nm to 31 nm. The thermal conductivity results are shown in Fig. 3(a). 
It is found that κGPnCs also follow ~ T 
–α 
behavior. The values of α are 0.39, 0.54, 0.63, 
0.69 and 0.72 corresponding L as 7, 14, 19, 25 and 31 nm, respectively. Namely, the 
power exponents (α) decreases with L decreasing (shown in Fig. 3(b)). Due to finite 
size effects, the phonons, whose wavelength is larger than L, cannot exist and their 
contribution to thermal conductivity is reduced. With the length (L) decreasing, the 
short-range acoustic or optical phonons contributed to κGPnCs increases, which leads to 
the reduction of the value of α [53, 54]. This result indicates that the value of α could 
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be effectively tuned by changing the length of GPnCs. 
 
Besides, as shown in Fig. 3(c), κGPnCs diverge with L increasing as log(L) behavior in a 
large temperature range (300 K to 1000 K). It exhibits the same behavior as κG which 
has been found in the experimental study.[5] This result shows a consequence of the 
two-dimensional nature of phonons in GPnCs, and provides strong evidence that 
Fourier’s law of heat conduction is not valid in two-dimensional nanostructures just 
as in one-dimensional nanostructures.[56]  
 
In order to understand the underlying physical mechanism of the reduction of power 
exponent, α, the participation ratio spectra and dispersion relation of graphene and 
GPnCs are calculated (shown in Fig. 4). The participation ratio (P) of phonon mode k 
is defined by the normalized eigenvector εiα,k 
 
 
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                          (2), 
where N is the total number of atoms, εiα,k is calculated by general utility lattice program 
(GULP).[57] When there are less atoms participating in the motion, the phonon mode 
has a smaller value of P. 
 
As shown in Fig. 4(a), the participation ratios of GPnCs are significantly reduced 
compared with that of graphene, thus phonon modes of GPnCs are more localized (a 
smaller relaxation time) than graphene. Additionally, there exists a further reduction of 
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the participation ratios in GPnCs when L0 changes from 0.71 nm to 2.41 nm, which 
means that larger L0 could enhance phonon localizations in GPnCs. Namely, with L0 
increasing, the phonon relaxation time of GPnCs decrease. Fig. 4(b) and (c) show the 
lower-frequency part of phonon dispersion of graphene and GPnC. The phonon 
dispersions of graphene and GPnC are calculated by lattice dynamics implemented in 
GULP.[57] Obviously, the phonon dispersions are folded and flattened in GPnC, thus 
the group velocity are significantly decrease, especially for the acoustic phonons. In 
GPnCs, combining the phonon relaxation time and group velocity effect, with the L0 
increase, the long-range acoustic phonons will be suppressed, thus the relative 
contribution from the short-range acoustic and optical phonons to κGPnC increases 
compared with that in the graphene case, which violates the valid condition of the Slack 
relation and leads to a less sensible dependence on temperature. 
 
Summary 
In summary, we have studied the modulation on temperature dependence of thermal 
conductivity of GPnCs by using NEMD simulations. The results show that, compared 
to graphene, the thermal conductivity of GPnCs have a less dependence on temperature. 
There is a relationship as κGPnCs ~ T 
-α
 where the value of α can be tuned by the 
characteristic length of GPnCs, such as L0 and L. Our results demonstrate that 
constructing GPnCs structure is an effective way to tune the temperature dependence 
of κGPnCs. The ability to tune and control the temperature dependence of thermal 
conductivity of GPnCs provides potential ways to thermal design of GPnCs-based 
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signal devices at the nanoscale. 
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Figure 1. (Color on-line) (a) Schematic picture of graphene phononic crystal (GPnC). 
The length (width) of the GPnC is set as L (W). L0 (size of holes) and L1 (neck width) 
are used to characterize the GPnC structure. L1 is fixed as 0.71 nm. (b) The temperature 
profile of the GPnC. The parameters are L=25 nm, W=7 nm, L0=0.71 nm, T0=300 K 
and △= 0.01. The temperature gradient is obtained by fitting data excluding the 
temperature jump at two ends. 
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Figure 2. (Color on-line) (a) Thermal conductivity of graphene and GPnCs with 
different L0 versus the temperature. The temperature increases from 300 K to 1000 K. 
The parameters are L=25 nm, W=7 nm and △= 0.01. For GPnCs, L1=0.71 nm and L0 
increases from 0.71 nm to 2.41 nm. The figure is plotted in log-log scale. The symbols 
are numerical data and the lines are fitted lines. The fitted values α are 0.69, 0.51, 0.41, 
0.34, 0.28 corresponding L0 as 0.71, 1.13, 1.55, 1.98, 2.41 nm, respectively. Especially, 
for graphene, α equals 1. (b) The power exponents (α) versus L0. The values of α 
decrease with L0 increasing. (c) Thermal conductivity of GPnCs versus L0 at 300 K. 
The error bar is standard deviation of 12 MD simulations with different initial 
conditions. 
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Figure 3. (Color on-line) (a) Thermal conductivity of GPnCs with different lengths L 
versus the temperature. The temperature increases from 300 K to 1000 K. The 
parameters W =7 nm, L1=0.71 nm, L0= 0.71 nm and △= 0.01. The length L increases 
from 7 nm to 31 nm. The figure is plotted in log-log scale. The symbols are numerical 
data and the lines are fitted lines. The fitted values α are 0.39, 0.54, 0.63, 0.69 and 0.72 
corresponding L as 7, 14, 19, 25 and 31 nm, respectively. (b) The power exponents (α) 
versus L. The values of α decrease with L decreasing. (c) Thermal conductivity of 
GPnCs versus L at different temperatures. The symbols are numerical data and the dash 
lines are fitted lines. The error bar is standard deviation of 12 MD simulations with 
different initial conditions. 
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Figure 4. (Color on-line) (a) Participation ratio spectra of graphene and GPnCs with 
different L0 (0.71 nm or 2.41 nm). Black points correspond to participation ratios of 
graphene. Red points and blue points correspond to participation ratio of GPnCs with 
L0 0.71 nm and 2.41 nm, respectively. GPnCs have smaller participation ratio than 
graphene. Additionally, GPnC with smaller L0 has larger participation ratio. (b) Low 
frequency part of the phonon dispersion of graphene. (c) Low frequency part of phonon 
dispersion of GPnC. The square graphene cell in (b) and the GPnC in (c) are the same 
as the graphene cell in (a), and the size of holes L0 in GPnC is 0.71 nm. Phonon 
dispersions in GPnC are flattened compared with that in graphene.  
